Perhaps the most widely distributed science education document of the past 10 years is William McComasÕ piece about the myths of science (McComas, 1996 (McComas, , 1998 . A key myth he highlights is a belief in a universal scientific method. As with many myths, those who hold to it are startled when they discover its inaccuracy; those who know it is a myth are surprised by its persistence in textbooks, curricula, and lesson plans. IÕve seen teachers become visibly shaken when they learn the scientific method is a myth. IÕve also heard aspirants to a teacher education program say they studied the scientific method in preparation for their application interviews. Somehow the myth of the scientific method lives on and not only within the realm of the science classroom. The persisting mythology of a scientific method is viewed as a problem within educational research (Rowbottom & Aiston, 2006) as well as for those who teach science.
Myths are more powerful than we may realize because of their potential to influence others. Even benign myths such as a supposedly universal form of facial beauty can be exploited for commercial gains (Rhodes, 2006) . As scientists and science educators, we may prefer to brush away myths as being irrational fables. And yet, when we take a moment to consider the role myths may play within science teacher education community, we will recognize how myths shape our discourse. Not so long ago, the doctrine of ''separate but equal'' was an accepted myth. Within this myth was the sense that children would be best educated by being with their own kind. While race-conscious admission policies are still contentious (Welner, 2006) most educators have abandoned the myth of equity within racial separation. Similar myths supportive of segregation by student gender, physical ability, native language, and immigration status have fallen to the wayside, albeit with no small amount of reluctance and pushback. Voices of equity and democracy (e.g., Goodlad, 1997; Meier, 2002) erode such educational myths by situating students as the intended and ultimate beneficiaries.
A fascinating aspect of myths is their self-perpetuating force. Debunking educational myths, such as the notion that children must first become fluent in English before they can be expected to learn science, does not ensure the extinction of such ideas even after they have been refuted. Indeed, myths can have astonishing longevity, especially when we discover that the ideas we individually discarded persist in other peopleÕs minds. For example, in a discussion about inequitable distribution of science test scores among different communities, a physics professor indicated that the cause could be attributed to differences in the quality of teachers working in the schools within our state. Astonished by this claim, I blurted a response asking whether there was any evidence to support his idea -but did so in a way that effectively ended the conversation. In retrospect, I can appreciate the ways his myth helped to insulate him from other possibilities. At the same time, his myth held great explanatory power since, at least with the 462 SETTLAGE evidence he chose to consider, it seemed to be reasonable given the circumstances. It seems that people will stridently resist information that has the potential to undermine their myths. After all, their myths have served them well and provides order out within the chaos of daily life. For example, a teacher education program with a vanishing small pool of minority applicants could claim that there are simply not enough qualified candidates. This myth absolves all who believe in it. Issues such as an institutional reputation of racial hostility, a starkly non-diverse faculty, or the clear potential for a minority student to be marginalized are all inconsequential. This myth prevents the need to think beyond oneÕs complicity, individually and collectively. Denying any role and ignoring any power in the situation provides a veneer of rationality within the context of this myth.
Other nature of science myths McComas (1998) identified were the belief that the accumulation of data will lead to certainty, that science culminates with absolute proof, that scientific methods can resolve all questions, and that scientists approach their work with complete objectivity. Unlike misconceptions that emerge from an individualÕs interpretation of circumstances in ways that differ from scientifically accepted explanations, myths are received knowledge passed from one generation to the next. This link between a community and a myth may explain the persistence. That other people subscribe to a myth reinforces its legitimacy. In addition, by virtue of its acceptance by a community, there are few incentives to check its veracity. Evidence supporting a myth does not come from actual experience or empirical information. When the myth is accepted by most of the community to question it might not occur to anyone.
We need to be aware of our shared myths because of their potential to mislead us. Holding tight to myths can confuse our thoughts and misguide our actions. But more than going adrift or astray,dependence upon myths can cause harm. This is why myths are more than amusing novelties. In some cases, as with segregationist beliefs, enacting a myth is harmful to many people. In other cases, holding to a myth may promote expending energy in ineffective ways. In an era where there are so many demands within science education, and with no reason to expect those to begin abating in the near future, discarding myths becomes a means for directing our time and attention to worthy endeavors. In other words, adhering to myths can distract our efforts from legitimate problems that are more deserving of our attention.
Within teacher education there is not only an abundance of myths but also many factors about which we are uncertain. Allen (2003) examined issues about preparing teachers and attempted to draw from the published research answers to questions about the extent to which subject knowledge, program accreditation, and field experiences contribute to teacher effectiveness. For the most part, Allen found the data to be inconclusive. Instead of using empirical evidence, teacher education relies upon many myths to guide practices and shape policy. Here are some of those myths: learning must be fun but not especially difficult, eclectic teaching is superior to using proven approaches, and individual students possess unique styles of learning (Snider, 2006 )-active resistance is the only cure.
Why talk of myths within the context of science teacher education? Because myths exist within this community and the decisions made based upon these myths create many problems even as they distract us from pressing issues. For example, the myth that children with physical disabilities cannot participate in hands-on activities is one that seems to be gradually eroding. The force behind this shift was the enactment of federal law despite the existence of the Science Activities for the Visually Impaired materials in the late 1970s as developed by the Lawrence Hall of Science (Mastropieri & Scruggs, 1992) . A more contemporary myth is the belief that children must develop English fluency before they can be expected to learn science content (Gold, 2006) . Despite evidence to the contrary (esp. Amaral, Garrison, & Klentschy 2002; Lee & Luykx, 2006 ) that demonstrates how science and English can be learned concurrently, the distrust of or ignorance about this fact excludes far too many students from the joy and power of scientific literacy.
Which brings us to inquiry. For decades, inquiry has been advocated as the appropriate way to teach science (Schwab, 1960; Shulman & Tamir, 1973) and has long been promoted as the antidote for teaching science directly from a textbook. Indeed, the push for inquiry is the most tangible legacy of the post-Sputnik reform movement (see Rudolph, 2002 for insights about this era). From those dramatic beginnings, inquiry became a key feature of quality science teaching. While science methods textbooks written prior to the launch of Sputnik did not include the word (e.g., Craig, 1958) it is unlikely today that any methods book would have a chance in the marketplace if ''inquiry'' was not prominent. Furthermore, when inquiry is presented, the authors almost inevitably situate open inquiry at the top of the hierarchy of accetable teaching approaches. If a caveat is provided, the author will allow that more guided and structured forms of inquiry are permissible. But the preference is to reduce the amount of teacher direction in favor of giving students control of their inquiry. This ideal is a myth to be dismantled.
Here is the crux of the problem, the myth that this essay has been building toward: Holding open inquiry as the purest form of classroom inquiry and suggesting it is an ideal for which science teachers should strive is a myth. This is an opinion that is widely shared but only rarely expressed (Abrams, Southerland, & Silva, 2007) . But those of us involved with science teacher education need to not only step away from this myth but also educate others about the folly of open inquiry. It is impractical to expect teachers to implement open inquiry with any regularity and there is negligible evidence supporting a continue allegiance to a faith in open inquiry. Still, methods textbooks propagate this myth of open inquiry by 464 SETTLAGE advocating for a mode of instruction that is simultaneously hands-on for students and hands-off (if not stand-offish) for adults. HereÕs an example: ''The essence of an inquiry unit involves turning students loose as investigators of an intriguing system of variables'' (Etheredge & Rudnitsky, 2003, p. 20) . Unfortunately, such claims make science teachers and science educators the targets of derision by anti-progressivist policymakers. It seems reasonable to expect that many readers of this journal will feel it is heresy to claim that open inquiry is a myth we need to abandon. I suspect any objections will have their roots in the ambiguity associated with the term inquiry. Others have tried to clarify what is meant by inquiry (e.g., Martin-Hansen, 2002 ) by drawing upon the framework so capably outlined by the National Research Council (2000) . Nevertheless, far too many who are involved with education equate inquiry with discovery learning, a conflating of techniques and philosophies which is known to many as unsound on theoretical, practical, empirical, and political grounds (Holliday, 2001 ). The most basic and defendable definition of inquiry is that it consists of five essential features, each implemented along continuum of teacher versus learner control. Those five features are: an activity focused upon an investigable question, an investigation that emphasizes the use of evidence, the formulation of explanations from evidence, the connecting of explanations to that of the larger scientific community, and the effective and justifiable communication of conclusions (National Research Council, 2000) . With that as a basis for discussion and as a definition of the components of open inquiry, we can now examine the mythology of inquiry and the problems created by its perpetuation.
A major concern and a powerful reason for overturning open inquiryÕs sanctity is the evidence that it is not effective in all school settings. Calls to move away from the idealized notion of inquiry are poignant when it becomes evident that to do otherwise will disadvantage students from populations who can least afford to be denied opportunities to learn science (Songer, Lee, & McDonald, 2003) . Another concern about the myth of open inquiry is how uncommonly it occurs. We may hear anecdotal evidence about open inquiry and its power and utility but solid documentation is hard to come by. In fact, the examples provided within the National Science Education Standards of inquiry are fictionalized. Faced by such rarity, it seems reasonable to question the ongoing pursuit of this mythespecially in light of its inappropriateness in other than well-resourced science learning environments.
In some circles the limitations of open inquiry are accepted. However, in far too many situations and with far too great regularity, the myth of open inquiry is being foisted upon those who may not have access to this wisdom. Beyond doing our part to not perpetuate this myth, I feel it is very important for science educators to speak against open inquiry. This should occur within preservice methods courses (elementary and secondary), it needs to be reinforced as we work with practicing teachers and within school districts, and at least for some of us, we need to push hard against the perpetuation of this myth at the state and regional level. While there may be great uncertainly about exactly how to provide an equitable and ambitious science education program to every student who attends AmericaÕs schools, it seems quite apparent that open inquiry is a myth deserving of extinction. It wonÕt expire by being ignored or neglected. Admittedly we will have to betray our allegiance to a longstanding premise of effective science teaching. But five decades seems to be a long time to give deference to a false ideal. Dismantling of the open inquiry myth seems to be a worthy and manageable task that each of us should undertake without delay. Open inquiry is a Sisyphean task: pointless and misguided. My recommendation is that we refuse to continue pushing this boulder up the hill. Instead, we can liberate our teacher colleagues from chasing a impossible goal and redirect our collective attention to genuine problems that deserve our attention.
